MediCtalIlllaging
SysteIns Need
Special Care, Too
Michael Russell
Phillips Medical Systems North America

edical imaging systerns rnake extensive use of rnicroprocessor controls for
data colIection, rnanipulation and control of systern
geornetry (the devices used to
position both the patient and the
irnaging equiprnent). Early vintage
irnaging systerns reIied rnainly on
relays, tubes and electrornechanical
devices for control purposes and
could only produce sirnple irnages.
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Many medical
imaging systems are
just another form of
computer and
therefore affected by
power quality
problems similar to
other computer
systems.
Although the rnicroprocessor tnade
controls sophisticated enough to
perforrn rnany new techniques and
studies, it also rnade thern rnuch
rnore susceptible to power quality
problerns than the older, more
rugged controls.
One key factor that has increased
36
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Figure 1. Power Usage for Typical X-Ray Pro ce dures.

the need for power quality is the
demand for highperformance and
throughput from these systems.
Often, equipment is purchased
based on projected patient-per-day
figures. Power quality problems
reduce this throughput, causing
sorne end users to lose money on the
imaging system. ln addition, the
high initial investment in a Magnetic
Resonance Imaging (MRI) system or
CT Scanner focuses attention on
these devices and makes downtime
and repeated service calls due to
power quality problems a highly
visible evento
New imaging systems use digital
and vide o equipment to dispIay the
image, as opposed to the older filmonly systems. However, these digital
and vide o communication signals
are susceptibIe to injected high
frequency noise and improper
grounding. Power probIems can
cause image variations that are not
visible on film, but are made visible
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by the post-processing done on
digital images. These problems are
difficult to diagnose and solve.
Finally, many medical imaging
systems are just another form of
computer and therefore affected by
power quality problems similar to
other computer systems. These
problems include sags and outages
caused by increased utility loading,
distortion caused by facility phase-
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The power
requirements for the
controls of a CT
Scanners are
different from those
of standard
radiographic
systems.
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a) Current consumption of a typical CT Scanner Instantaneous Current is
170 Amps. Scan time approximately 1.5 seconds.
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(b) Current waveform during CT Scanner exposure. Note current
waveshape; initial inrush.

Figure 2.

controlled and electronic loads, load
switching, atmospheric disturbances, and power factor correction.

Nonlinear Power
The power requirements of
imaging systems are extremely
nonlinear. They draw energy from
the power system just like our
camera's flash bulb draws energy
from its battery . . . in short, but
intense, bursts. Sorne draw extremely high currents for milliseconds,
sorne draw moderate current for a
few minutes and sorne use a series
of brief, high current pulses lasting
for several seconds.
X-Ray systems of older design use
six or 12-pulse rectifiers to supply
the high voltage required for the
production ofX-Rays. These systems
use few eIectronic controls, but are
sensitive to volt age variations that
may affect the exposure density of
the filmo Newer design X-Ray systems use DC-converters that make
the system less susceptible to AC
volt age variations, but incre ases the
amount of microprocessor controls
in the system. More microprocessors
mean more sensitivity.
Both older and newer X-Ray
systems draw similar current during
operation. The standard radiographic exposure draws maximum
power for 100msec (typical). Longer
exposure times draw less power, due
to heat dissipation limits in the XRay tube. Because stand-by (nonexposure) power is less than 5kVA,
the radiographic exposure appears
as a 100% load step to the maximum
rating of the system. Cinefluorographic and digital exposure runs
also draw this maximum current,
but for very short periods (2-8msec.
typical) and at a repetitive rate (30
frames/second is typical). Finally,
low power fluoroscopy is a continuous load condition, but draws only
3-5kVA maximum. Figure 1 details
these load profiles for an 80kW
(generator output) X-Ray system.
If the X-Ray system has a digital
imaging system, it will generally
require single phase power, rated for
3-10kVA maximum. This load looks
like a typical electronic load: high
crest factor, high inrush, sensitive
to noise and impulses. If there is a
(please tum to page 40)
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Medical Imaging PQ Medical imaging
systems require a
(cantinued fram page 37)
wide range 01 power:
hard disk drive ín the digital system,
it may be :Smiceptible to yoltage :sag:s from 120 VAC plugor outages

in equipment to

CT (Computer-Aided 1bmography)
Scanners typically use X-Ray
generators similar to standard X-Ray
systems. Older designs may be
sensitive to voltage fluctuations,
whereas newer ones are more
immune from them. The major
difference between CT Scanner
exposures is the length and power
of exposures. CT Scanners generally

200kVA maximum
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instantaneous power.
require less instantaneous power
than a standard radiographic system, but the duration of this power
use may be increased to several
seconds. The duty cycle of power use
remains very low (Figure 2a and 2b)
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(b) Current waveshape durlng MRI scanning shows assymmetrical,
pulsing load.

Figure 3.
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The power requirements for the
controls of CT Scanners are different
fram those of standard radiographic
sy:stems. CT Scanner controls range
from a simple workstaLion to several
cabinets of processing equipment,
and may re:semble a :small computcr
room . Operators view all images first
on a video monitor, then produce
filmed images a:s required. The
system always includes disk drives
and other storage media, and is
often networked to a remote viewing
station or device to produce filmed
hard copies.

MRI Systems
An MRI system looks similar to a
CT Scanner, physically, but is very
different, technically. A CT Scanner
uses X-Rays to obtain images, but an
MRI system places the patient in a
strong magnetic field , getting images
via radio-frequency (RF) signals
emitted by the atoms of the body in
response to this field. The MRI
system uses a much lower power
levei than most X-Ray or CT
Scanners, but this power usage lasts
for a longer time. There is also a
pulsing load associated with most
MRI devices, caused by amplifiers
used to vary the magnetic field to
produ ce images (Figures 3a and 3b).
The MRI system includes a much
higher leveI of computerization than
other imaging technologies. Most
manufacturers' systems include a
minicomputer for image storage and
manipulation, plus several smaller
microprocessor-based controls and
workstations. The current drawn by
an MRI system therefore more
closely resembles that of a normal
data processing system than other
imaging modalities. The MRI is
therefore more sensitive to voltage
sags and loss of power than the other
modalities.
Ultrasound devices are more
compact than other imaging modalities, and require much less power.
Generally, the Ultrasound system is
powered from a standard wall outlet.
Power and control systems are
integrated ínto one package. From
a power quality standpoint, the
ultrasound system more closely
resembles a personal computer than
other imaging systems.
Medical imaging systems are often

viewed as seamless entities,
requiring ane saurce af pawer,
however, most can be visualized as
two distinct sections (Pigure 4).
Although this separation is not
always physically practical, it is
valuable to detail these for the
facility engineer or power quality
expert who must design the power
distribution for the equipment.
The system's power section is the
main user of electrical power. This
subsystem uses the large power
characteristic of some imaging
systems, but at an extremely low
duty cycle. Generally, it is less
susceptible to impulses and noise
than the rest ofthe system, but may
be susceptible to voltage variations
(sags, surges, distortion, or flicker).
The Controls section of the system
in increasingly becoming micro-

elevators, HVAC equipment, and
other potentially disruptive loads.
Being electrically close to the main
facility distríbutíon paneI exposes
the imaging system to relatively high
power impulses caused by lightning
or storm damage. Thís area
corresponds to Locatíon Category B
of ANSI CÔ2.41-1980 "IEEE Guide
for Surge Voltages in Low-Voltage AC
Power Circuits." ln addition, the
equipment could be exposed to
utility caused sags, brown outs,
outages, and ringing impulse's
characteristic of power factor
capacitor switching.
Internal loads that share the
facility's electrical system also can
cause voltage disturbances. Variable
speed motor drives, increasingly
used on elevators and HVAC
systems, can cause waveform

Table 1. Typical Power Requirements for Medical Imaging Equipment
Technology

Voltage

Power

Ultrasound

120, 240 VAC (1 Phase)

1-3 kVA

X-Ray (Mammography)

120-240 VAC (1 Phase)
208,480 VAC (3 Phase)

5-10 kVA

X-Ray

120, 240 VAC (1 Phase)
208,480 VAC (3 Phase)

5-30 kVA
20-200 kVA

CT Scanner

208,480 VAC (3 Phase)

50-125 kVA

Magnetic Resonance (MRI)

208,480 VAC (3 Phase)

20-75 kVA

processor controlled. The subsystems require much less power
than the power subsystem, typically
0.5-15 kVA. They are more sensitive
to impulses and noise than the
power subsystem, but are also less
likely to be voltage sensitive. Finally,
they may require outage protection
because sensitive data may be lost,
and equipment time to reinitialize
after an outage may be excessive.
Medical imaging systems require
a wide range ofpower: from 120 VAC
plug-in equipment to 200kVA maximum instantaneous power. Table 1
shows typical power required for
these systems. Medium power
systems may be powered from 208
VAC, but most larger systems are
powered from 480 VAC in the U. S.
For these systems, power is usually
derived directly from the main
facility distribution paneI, or from
a sub-panel dedicated to the
radiology department. This puts the
imaging system electrically close to

distortion, voltage flicker, and high
frequency noise. Facility power
factor correction can cause impulses,
as can the on -off switching of any
large facility load. Clock correction
systems, widely used in the health
care field, apply a 3-10kHz signal to
the facility electrical system hourly.
Finally, daily or seasonal facility load
variations can cause high or low
voltage on a marginally-sized
electrical system.

"Black Box" Solutions
When the need for quality power
in the medical imaging field
increased, many operations personnel saw off-the-shelf power
conditioners, which had been used
successfully in the data processing
field, as a natural solution for their
problems. Unfortunately, there were
some difficulties with this approach.
This "black box" approach to
power conditioning is very attractive
to the end user of sensitive equip-

ment. If the end user can purchase
a devíce that prevents all power
problems ar a reasonable cost, he
will often purchase this simply as
insurance. Such a device generally
incorporates isolation, suppression,
mr,ering and regUlation ror a system
with a minimum of complexity and
risk for the end user (Figure 5).
Black-bax solutions ta pawer
quality problems are best exemplified in the on-line UPS. This device
provides a newly-created AC power
source for the criti( lload. It is free
from alI power disturbances, including severe sags and complete voltage
losses. Other, black box devi ces
include rotary power converters,
power synthesizers, and tapswitching power conditioners. These
employ different technologies, but
make different performance claims,
and vary widely in size and cost.
They all share the characteristic of
being a single solution to a variety
of power problems. Unfortunately,
for some medical imaging applications, a black box approach has
inherent weaknesses.
First, the power consumed by
many medical imaging systems is
much greater than that for data
processing systems. Very large data
processing facilities with many
compute r systems may require as
much as 150kVA. But, a single XRay system may require that much
power for itself! This means that
conventional power conditioning
devices, such as a UPS or power
synthesizer, may require more floor
space than the imaging system it is
protecting.
The second issue is equipment
cost. A data processing conditioner
may cost 5-10% of the system it
protects. With some medical imaging
systems, the power conditioner may
approach 25-30 % of the total system
cost, due to the very large power
consumption of the imaging system.
Another factor often overlooked is
the cost of the electricity used to
operate the power conditioner. A
medical imaging system may require
250kVA instantaneously, but only
draws a few kilowatts during nonimaging periods. Even an efficient
power conditioner, scaled ta the full
power of the imaging system, may
(please tum to next page)
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